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SUMMARY
This paper presents a procedure to build enrichment functions for partition of unity methods like the
generalized finite element method and the hp cloud method. The procedure combines classical globallocal finite element method concepts with the partition of unity approach. It involves the solution of
local boundary value problems using boundary conditions from a global problem defined on a coarse
discretization. The local solutions are in turn used to enrich the global space using the partition of
unity framework. The computations at local problems can be parallelized without difficulty allowing
the solution of large problems very efficiently.
The effectiveness of the approach in terms of convergence rates and computational cost is
investigated in this paper. We also analyze the effect of inexact boundary conditions applied to local
problems and the size of the local domains on the accuracy of the enriched global solution.
Key aspects of the computational implementation, in particular, the numerical integration of
generalized FEM approximations built with global-local enrichment functions, are presented.
The method is applied to fracture mechanics problems with multiple cracks in the domain. Our
numerical experiments show that even on a serial computer the method is very effective and allows the
solution of complex problems. Our analysis also demonstrates that the accuracy of a global problem
defined on a coarse mesh can be controlled using a fixed number of global degrees of freedom and the
proposed global-local enrichment functions.
key words: Generalized finite element method, extended finite element method, meshfree, globallocal, fracture mechanics, multiple cracks.

1. Introduction
The effectiveness of partition of unity methods like hp clouds [25, 26], generalized [7, 19, 20,
32, 40, 49, 50], and extended [10, 34] finite element methods relies, to a great extent, on the
proper selection of enrichment functions. Customized enrichment functions can be used to
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model local features in a domain like cracks [15, 21, 34, 35, 39, 41, 55], edge singularities [20],
boundary layers [17], inclusions [54], voids [50, 54], microstructures [33, 47], etc., instead of
strongly refined meshes with elements faces/edges fitting the local features, as required in the
finite element method. This has lead to a growing interest on this class of methods by the
engineering community.
The generalized/extended FEM has the ability to analyze crack surfaces arbitrarily located
within the mesh (across finite elements). Figure 1(b) shows the representation of a threedimensional crack surface using the generalized finite element method presented in [23, 45].
The generalized FEM enjoys, for this class of problems, the same level of flexibility and user

(a)

(b)

Figure 1. (a) A three-dimensional GFEM discretization for a body with an inclined cracked. A finer
mesh is required near the crack front to compensate the limitations of the enrichment functions. (b)
Three-dimensional view of the crack front. Notice that the crack surface goes through the elements.

friendliness as meshfree methods while being more computationally efficient.
In simple two-dimensional cases, a crack can be accurately modeled in partition of unity
methods using enrichment functions from the asymptotic expansion of the elasticity solution
in the neighborhood of a crack. The three-dimensional case is, however, not as straightforward.
The intersection of a crack surface with the boundary of the domain, creates complex stress
distributions. Asymptotic forms of the elasticity solution near edges in three dimensional
problems are discussed in, for example, [29, 36]. There are terms in the three dimensional
expansions which are very similar to the two-dimensional case. Nevertheless, the theory is
quite complex and not practical for engineering applications.
Currently, two dimensional expansions of the elasticity solution are used as enrichment
functions for three-dimensional cracks in finite size domains [21, 35, 55]. As a consequence, a
sufficiently fine mesh must be used around the crack front to achieve acceptable accuracy. An
example is shown in Figure 1(a). Even though the refinement does not have to be as strong as
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in the finite element method, it still creates many of the problems faced by the finite element
method when simulating propagating cracks. In particular (i ) Increased computational cost
by re-solving the problem from scratch after each crack propagation step. Realistic simulations
require hundreds of crack propagation steps, several different initial crack configurations,
and many times, a non-linear analysis. Problems like multi-site damage analysis [3] would
also benefit from a methodology able to avoid re-solutions from scratch after small changes
in input data; (ii ) Mapping of solutions between meshes when solving non-linear or timedependent problems. Mappings between non-nested meshes is costly and may lead to a loss
of accuracy even if fine meshes are used. These limitations offset some of the advantages of
generalized/extended FEMs for several classes of problems.
The authors have recently proposed a procedure to build enrichment functions for partition
of unity methods and, in particular, for the generalized FEM [18, 22]. The approach
presented in [18, 22] was geared towards three-dimensional fracture mechanics problems but
the methodology can also be applied to many other classes of problems. In this procedure,
enrichment functions are computed from the solution of local boundary value problems defined
in a neighborhood of a crack front in three-dimensions. The approach uses concepts from the
classical global-local finite element method, where boundary conditions for local problems are
extracted from the solution of a global problem [37]. However, unlike the classical global-local
FEM, the approach presented in [18, 22] is able to account for local-global interactions and
interactions among local features, like multiple cracks. The approach allows the use of coarse
global meshes around crack fronts while delivering accurate solutions and is specially appealing
to evolution type problems like propagating cracks. Numerical experiments demonstrating the
computational efficiency and accuracy of the method were presented in [18, 22].
In this paper, we present a detailed numerical analysis of the procedure presented in [18, 22].
In particular, we investigate the following issues
(i) The effect of using the solution of the global problem, instead of the unknown exact
solution, as boundary conditions for the local problems (Section 4.1.1);
(ii) The effect of the size of the local domains on the performance of the proposed GFEM with
global-local enrichment functions. Larger domains are in principle desirable since they
would reduce the effect of not using exact boundary conditions for the local problems.
However, large domains are more computationally demanding (Section 4.1.2);
(iii) The effectiveness of the proposed technique in terms of convergence rates of the global
problem and its relations with the convergence rates of the local problems (Section 4.2);
(iv) The computational cost of the procedure as compared with existing methodologies
(Section 4.3).
In addition, we also discuss some key aspects of the computational implementation, in
particular, the numerical integration of generalized FEM approximations built with globallocal enrichment functions (Cf. Section I.3). The main conclusions of this work are presented
in Section 5.

2. The Generalized Finite Element Method
In this section, we briefly review the construction of the so-called generalized finite element
approximations. Further details can be found in, for example, [6, 7, 20, 40, 51].
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The generalized FEM [6, 7, 20, 40, 51] is an instance of the so-called partition of unity
method. This method has its origins in the works of Babuška et al. [5, 7, 32] (under the names
“special finite element methods”, “generalized finite element method” and “partition of unity
finite element method”) and Duarte and Oden [16, 24, 25, 26, 40] (under the names “hp clouds”
and ”cloud-based hp finite element method”). The extended FEM [10, 34] and several of the
so-called meshfree methods proposed in recent years can also be viewed as special cases of the
partition of unity method. The shape functions, φαi , in this class of methods are built from
the product of a partition of unity, ϕα , and enrichment functions, Lαi
φαi := ϕα Lαi

i ∈ I(α)

(no sum on α)

(1)

where ϕα , α = 1, . . . , N , N being the number of functions, constitute
P a partition of unity, i.e.,
a set of functions defined in a domain Ω with the property that N
α=1 ϕα (x) = 1 for all x in
Ω. The index set of the enrichment functions at a vertex node xα is denoted by I(α). The
support of ϕα , {x : ϕα (x) 6= 0}, is denoted by ωα . In the generalized finite element method, the
partition of unity is, in general, provided by linear Lagrangian finite element shape functions.
The support ωα of ϕα is then given by the union of the finite elements sharing a vertex node
xα . The resulting shape functions are called generalized finite element shape functions. Figure
2 illustrates the construction of GFEM shape functions. The generalized FEM is equivalent to
the standard FEM when polynomial enrichment functions, Lαi , are used. The main strength of
the generalized FEM is its ability of using non-polynomial enrichment functions as illustrated
in Figure 2(b). In particular, custom-built enrichment functions that are solutions of local
boundary value problems can be used as well. These so-called global-local enrichment functions
are described in detail in Section 3.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. Construction of a generalized FEM shape function using a polynomial (a) and a nonpolynomial enrichment (b). Here, ϕα are the functions at the top, the enrichment functions, Lαi , are
the functions in the middle, and the generalized FE shape functions, φαi , are the resulting bottom
functions.
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Local Approximations A partition of unity-based approximation of a scalar field u(x)
defined on a domain Ω ⊂ R
I n , n = 1, 2, 3, can be written, using shape functions (1), as
uh (x) =

N
X
X

aαi φαi (x) =

α=1 i∈I(α)

N
X

ϕα (x)uhα (x)

(2)

α=1

P
where aαi , α = 1, . . . , N, i ∈ I(α), are unknown coefficients and uhα (x) := i∈I(α) aαi Lαi (x)
denotes a local approximation of the field u(x) defined on ωα and belonging to the local space
χα (ωα ) = span{Lαi (x)}i∈I(α)

(3)

where Lαi , i ∈ I(α), are basis or enrichment functions and Lα1 = 1.
A-Priori Error Estimate An a-priori error estimate for partition of unity approximations
and, in particular, for the generalized finite element method, was proved by Babuška and
Melenk [7, 32]. The estimate says that if the partition of unity POUN = {ϕα }N
α=1 satisfies some
mild requirements and the error of the local approximations, uhα ∈ χα (ωα ), α = 1, . . . , N , are
bounded by
ku − uhα kE(ωα ) < ǫ(α, u),
α = 1, . . . , N,
(4)
then the error of a partition of unity approximation, uh , defined in (2) is bounded by
ku − uh kE(Ω) < C

N
X

α=1

2

ǫ (α, u)

!1/2

(5)

where k.kE denotes the energy norm and C is a constant. Details and proofs can be found
in [16, 26, 32]. If the enrichment functions Lαi , i ∈ I(α) can (locally) approximate well the
function u over ωα , α = 1, . . . , N , the estimate (5) shows that the global approximation uh
can approximate well the function u over the (global) domain Ω. The rate of convergence of
uh is controlled by the rate of convergence of the local approximations uhα , α = 1, . . . , N .
In Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 we use this result to analyze the effectiveness of the global-local
enrichment functions defined in Section 3.

3. A Global-Local Approach to Build Enrichment Functions
In this section, we present a global-local approach to build enrichment functions for the
generalized FEM. The approach is based on the global-local formulation presented in [18, 22].
We focus on three-dimensional linear elasticity problems and illustrate the main ideas using
fracture mechanics examples. The formulation is, however, applicable to other classes of
problems as well. Key aspects of the computational implementation are discussed in Section
I.
3.1. Formulation of Global Problem
Consider a domain Ω̄G = ΩG ∪ ∂ΩG in R
I 3 . The boundary is decomposed as ∂ΩG = ∂ΩuG ∪ ∂ΩσG
u
σ
with ∂ΩG ∩ ∂ΩG = ∅.
[global-local˙GFEM˙duarte˙kim˙R1 – August 18, 2007]
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The equilibrium and constitutive equations are given by
∇·σ =0

σ=C:ε

in ΩG ,

(6)

where C is Hooke’s tensor. The following boundary conditions are prescribed on ∂ΩG
σ · n = t̄ on ∂ΩσG ,

u = ū on ∂ΩuG

(7)

where n is the outward unit normal vector to ∂ΩσG and t̄ and ū are prescribed tractions and
displacements, respectively.
Let u0G denote a generalized FEM approximation of the solution u of problem (6), (7). The
approximation u0G is the solution of the following problem:
hp
hp
0
Find u0G ∈ XG
(ΩG ) ⊂ H 1 (ΩG ) such that, ∀ vG
∈ XG
(ΩG )
Z
Z
Z
Z
0
0
0
0
ū · vG
ds
(8)
t̄ · vG
ds + η
u0G · vG
ds =
σ(u0G ) : ε(vG
)dx + η
ΩG

∂Ωu
G

∂Ωσ
G

∂Ωu
G

hp
where, XG
(ΩG ) is a discretization of H 1 (ΩG ), the Hilbert space defined on ΩG , built with
generalized FEM shape functions and η is a penalty parameter. In the computations presented
in Section 4, we adopt η = 108 ∗ E ∗ J, where E and J are the Young’s modulus of the material
and the Jacobian of a volume element with a face on ΩuG , respectively. We use the penalty
method due to its simplicity and generality. Detailed discussion and analysis of methods for
the imposition of Dirichlet boundary conditions in generalized FEMs can be found in, e.g., [4].
Problem (8) leads to a system of linear equations for the unknown degrees of freedom of u0G .
The mesh used to solve problem (8) is typically a coarse quasi-uniform mesh.

3.2. Local Problems
Let Ωloc denote a subdomain of ΩG . This local domain may contain cracks, holes, inclusions,
fibers, or other local feature of interest. In this paper, we focus on the case of local domains
containing a single crack surface Γc with front Γf ront . Details on discretizations used on Ωloc
are given in Section I.
The following local problem is solved on Ωloc after the global solution u0G is computed as
described above:
hp
hp
Find uloc ∈ Xloc
(Ωloc ) ⊂ H 1 (Ωloc ) such that, ∀ vloc ∈ Xloc
(Ωloc )
Z
Z
uloc · vloc ds =
σ(uloc ) : ε(vloc )dx + η
Ωloc

η

Z

∂Ωloc \(∂Ωloc ∩∂ΩG )

∂Ωloc \(∂Ωloc ∩∂Ωσ
G)

u0G · vloc ds + η

Z

∂Ωloc ∩∂Ωu
G

ū · vloc ds +

Z

∂Ωloc ∩∂Ωσ
G

t̄ · vloc ds (9)

hp
where, Xloc
(Ωloc ) is a discretization of H 1 (Ωloc ) using GFEM shape functions.
A key aspect of problem (9) is the use of the generalized FEM solution of the (crude) global
problem, u0G , as boundary condition on ∂Ωloc \(∂Ωloc ∩ ∂ΩG ). The present paper focuses on
fracture mechanics problems. The solutions are smooth away from crack fronts where it is
possible to assume that the crude solution of a global problem, u0G , can approximate the exact
solution reasonably well. Our numerical experiments presented in Section 4.1 confirm this.
Exact boundary conditions are prescribed on portions of ∂Ωloc that intersect either ∂ΩuG or
∂ΩσG .
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The formulation above considers for simplicity the case of a single local problem per crack
in the computational domain. It is also conceivable to define several local problems along each
crack front with overlapping local domains. In this case, the boundary of a local problem
intersects the crack front. The crude global solution, u0G , can not approximate the exact
solution well at these points. However, each one of these points at the crack front will be inside
of one of the local problems since the local domains overlap. Therefore, the solution of the
other local problem will be able to approximate well the exact solution at this point even with
non-exact boundary conditions because of the ellipticity of the problem under consideration.
This allows us to utilize the crude solution of a global problem for the construction of local
problems using the crude solution as boundary conditions.
3.3. Global-Local Enrichment Functions
The local solution uloc is potentially an excellent enrichment function for the global problem
defined in Section 3.1. We call uloc a global-local enrichment function since it is computed
using the same approach used in the so-called global-local FEM [37]. We use these functions
to define the following vector-valued global shape function
φα = ϕα uloc

(10)

where ϕα denotes a global partition of unity function. This function is used at nodes xα of
the global mesh whose support, ωα , is contained in the local domain Ωloc . The global problem
defined in Section 3.1 is then solved again using these global functions. The solution of this
enriched global problem is denoted by uE
G . The procedure is illustrated with the aid of the edge
cracked rectangular bar shown in Figure 3(a). It contains a through-the-thickness edge crack,
Γc , with front Γf ront . Figure 3(b) illustrates a local domain extracted from the global mesh
shown in Figure 3(a). The boundary conditions applied to a local problem are displacements
computed by solving the global problem on a coarse mesh. These boundary conditions are also
illustrated in Figure 3(b).
Related approaches The generalized FEM described above is related to global-local
techniques developed for the classical finite element method in the 70’s [37] and broadly used
in many practical applications of the FEM. A fundamental difference, however, is that the
proposed generalized FEM accounts for possible interactions of local (near crack, for example)
and global (structural) behavior. These interactions can be accounted when solving the global
problem with global-local enrichment functions. This is in contrast with standard global-local
FEM.
The proposed approach for the construction of enrichment functions is also related to the
so-called mesh-based handbook approach of Strouboulis et al. [51, 52, 53] for the solution of
Laplace’s equation in two-dimensional domains with many voids. The fundamental difference
between the two approaches is the boundary conditions used for the local problems. Strouboulis
et al. [51, 52, 53] consider the problem of a scalar equation with microscale. Because the exact
solution is not smooth and any coarse solution can not approximate it well, it is not possible in
this case to use a crude global solution as boundary conditions for the local problems. Hence
harmonic polynomials are used to defined a set of Neumann boundary conditions. The local
domains are enlarged by a buffer zone to minimize the effect of inexact boundary conditions.
Our approach is also related to upscaling techniques for microscale problems [30]. However,
the proposed approach does not lead to non-conforming approximations like in some upscaling
[global-local˙GFEM˙duarte˙kim˙R1 – August 18, 2007]
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(a) Edge cracked rectangular bar. Mesh for
global problem.

(b) Local domain extracted from the global mesh
at the crack front. The vectors on the element
faces illustrates the applied displacement boundary
conditions.

(c) Local mesh refined around the crack front. This
mesh is nested in the mesh of the global problem.

(d) Isosurfaces of the computed
solution, uloc , of a local problem.

Figure 3. Construction of global-local enrichment functions for the GFEM. The solution of the local
problem shown in (d) is used as an enrichment function for the global problem shown in (a).

techniques [30]. In our case, the global shape functions built with local solution enrichment
functions uloc overlap and are conforming.

4. Numerical Experiments
Several numerical experiments are presented in this section with the goal of addressing the
following issues in the proposed GFEM with global-local functions:
[global-local˙GFEM˙duarte˙kim˙R1 – August 18, 2007]
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• The effect of using the solution of the global problem, instead of the unknown exact
solution, as boundary conditions for the local problems (Section 4.1.1);
• The effect of the size of the local domains on the performance of the proposed GFEM.
Larger domains are desirable in principle since they would reduce the effect of not
using exact boundary conditions for local problems. However, large domains are more
computationally demanding (Section 4.1.2);
• The effectiveness of the proposed technique in terms of convergence rates of the global
problem and their relation to the convergence rates of the local problems (Section 4.2);
• The computational cost of the GFEM with and without global-local enrichment functions
(Section 4.3);
• The size of the largest problem that can be solved on a given hardware using the GFEM
with and without global-local enrichment functions (Section 4.3).
Discretizations of global and local problems are denoted by
Gp=(px ,py ,pz )

and

p=(p ,p ,p )

y z
Lnref,x nlay
,

respectively, where (i) px , py and pz denote the polynomial degree of the shape functions in
the x-, y-, and z-direction, respectively; (ii) nlay denotes the number of layers of elements
around the crack front in the mesh extracted from the global problem; (iii) nref indicates
the level of the local (uniform or non-uniform) mesh refinement. Details on the construction
of local discretizations are provided in Section I.1. In all numerical experiments, a single local
problem per crack front is defined. All computations were performed on a Dell Dimension 4600
PC with a 3.2 MHz Pentium processor and 2 GB of memory.
Model Problem Figure 4 illustrates the edge-cracked rectangular bar model used in
Sections 4.1 and 4.2. The problem has a single through-the-thickness crack and is discretized
with a uniform mesh of 6 ∗ (8 × 8 × 4) tetrahedral elements. This mesh is created by first
generating an 8 × 8 × 4 mesh of hexahedral elements and then dividing each element into 6
tetrahedral elements. Figure 3(a) shows this mesh.
Neumann boundary conditions corresponding to the first term of the Mode I expansion of
the elasticity solution in the neighborhood of a crack, uI , are applied on the boundary of
the global domain as illustrated in Figure 4. The following parameters are assumed: Poisson’s
ratio ν = 0.0; Young’s modulus E = 200 000; In-plane dimensions a = 0.5, d = 0.875; Domain
thickness t = 1.5. We set the Poisson’s ratio of the material to zero so (i) no tractions need
to be applied on the faces z = 0 and z = t of the domain (ii) the exact solution on this 3-D
domain is equal to uI .
4.1. Effect of Boundary Conditions and Size of Local Problems
Since boundary conditions for local problems are obtained from the solution of an initial
(crude) global problem, u0G , they are not exact. This can be addressed by (i ) improving the
accuracy of u0G or (ii ) increasing the size of local domains, a procedure commonly used in
global-local FEM simulations [14]. These approaches are investigated in Sections 4.1.1 and
4.1.2, respectively.
p=(4,4,1)
Three local domain sizes are used: Lnref =9, nlay with nlay = {1, 2, 3}. The refinement is nonuniform with the elements along the crack front bisected 9 times using the algorithm described
[global-local˙GFEM˙duarte˙kim˙R1 – August 18, 2007]
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Figure 4. Model problem with a single through-the-thickness crack.

in Section I.1. Three different boundary conditions are applied to the local problems: Dirichlet
boundary conditions from the exact solution, uI , and from the solutions of global problems
Gp=(1,1,1) and Gp=(4,4,1) . The local solutions are then used to enrich nodes located on the crack
front of the global problem Gp=(4,4,1) . The local domains and their construction are illustrated
in Figures 5(a) and 5(b). Figure 5(c) illustrates the enriched global problem.
4.1.1. Effect of inexact boundary conditions for local problems Tables I, II, and III
list the relative error in the energy norm for the global solution computed from local problems
with three different boundary conditions. Here, Nloc(G) denotes the number of degrees of
freedom in the local(global) problem, UG denotes the strain energy of the global problem,
erG denotes the relative error in energy norm of the enriched global solution, and erG⋆ denotes
the relative error in energy norm of the global problem in the case of exact local boundary
conditions. On the bottom row of each table, the strain energy and relative error in the energy
norm are provided as a reference value when no nodes in the global problem are enriched with
the local solution.
From these results, we can observe that the use of global-local enrichment functions greatly
enhances the solution of the global problem. The relative error in the global problem is reduced
at least 13.79/3.77 = 3.7 times in all cases after enriching the global problem with local
solutions. It can also be seen that only fifteen degrees of freedom are added to the global
problem enriched with local solutions since there are five nodes on the global crack front of the
model, and three new degrees of freedom are created at each node, which correspond to x-, yand z-components of the local solution.
As expected, the use of local boundary conditions of higher quality improves the quality
of enriched global solutions. This improvement is most significant when only a single layer
[global-local˙GFEM˙duarte˙kim˙R1 – August 18, 2007]
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(a) Construction of local discretizations. The shaded area
represents the different size of
local domains extracted from the
coarse global mesh.

nlay = 2
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nlay = 3

(b) Local domains for varying number of layers of elements
extracted from global mesh.

(c) Enrichment of global space with local solutions. Regardless of
the local domain size, only the global nodes located on the crack
front are enriched with local solutions.

Figure 5. Set-up to analyze the effect of inexact local boundary conditions and local domain size (front
view).
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(nlay = 1) is included in the local domain. This can be explained by the St Venant principle.
Additional layers in the local domain reduce the effect of the perturbed boundary conditions
on the solution near the crack front. However, the difference in erG computed from the different
local boundary conditions is not significant. For example, in case of a single layer in the
local domain (nlay = 1), the global relative error in energy norm erG obtained from the
poor local boundary conditions (Gp=(1,1,1) ) is only 8.1% larger than that of the exact local
boundary conditions, erG⋆ . If we use better local boundary conditions obtained from Gp=(4,4,1) ,
the difference is reduced to about 1.3%. This indicates that we can still obtain a good enriched
0
global solution, uE
G , even if the quality of initial global solution, uG , is not good.
Table I. Effect of inexact boundary conditions for local problems with nlay = 1 on the error of global
problem.

local BCs
Gp=(1,1,1)
Gp=(4,4,1)
exact
No gl-loc enrich.

Nloc
76110
76110
76110
–

NG
12765
12765
12765
12750

UG
3.5057446E-06
3.5063528E-06
3.5064659E-06
3.4439439E-06

erG (%)
3.7702
3.5330
3.4871 (=erG⋆ )
13.7930

erG /erG⋆
1.0812
1.0132
1
–

Table II. Effect of inexact boundary conditions for local problems with nlay = 2 on the error of global
problem.

local BCs
Gp=(1,1,1)
Gp=(4,4,1)
exact
No local sol.

Nloc
78060
78060
78060
–

NG
12765
12765
12765
12750

UG
3.5058528E-06
3.5063862E-06
3.5063952E-06
3.4439439E-06

erG (%)
3.7291
3.5194
3.5158 (=erG⋆ )
13.7930

erG /erG⋆
1.0607
1.0010
1
–

Table III. Effect of inexact boundary conditions for local problems with nlay = 3 on the error of global
problem.

local BCs
Gp=(1,1,1)
Gp=(4,4,1)
exact
No local sol.

Nloc
80910
80910
80910
–

NG
12765
12765
12765
12750

UG
3.5058607E-06
3.5063783E-06
3.5063801E-06
3.4439439E-06

erG (%)
3.7260
3.5226
3.5219 (=erG⋆ )
13.7930

erG /erG⋆
1.0580
1.0002
1
–

4.1.2. Effect of local domain size The effect of the size of the local domains on the
quality of uE
G can be quantified using, for example, the data in row 1 of Tables I, II and III.
[global-local˙GFEM˙duarte˙kim˙R1 – August 18, 2007]
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The last column of Table IV shows the relative change of global error erG as the number of
layers is increased. Going from one to two layers, for example, gives
erG,nlay=1 − erG,nlay=2
× 100 = 1.0894 %
erG,nlay=1
The effect of increasing the number of layers, for this class of problems, is therefore minimal.
This is due to the smoothness of the exact solution at relatively short distances away from
crack fronts as discussed in Section 3.2. As a result, the use of larger local domains is not
required. Based on this, hereafter, local problems with only one layer are used.
Table IV. Effect of size of local domains with the initial boundary conditions obtained from Gp=(1,1,1)
on the error of global problem. The last column shows the relative change of global error erG as the
number of layers is increased from nlay = 1 to nlay = 2 and from nlay = 2 to nlay = 3.

nlay
1
2
3

Nloc
76110
78060
80910

erG (%)
3.7702
3.7291
3.7260

Relative reduction of error (%)
1.0894
0.0816

4.2. Effectiveness of the Proposed Global-Local Approach
In this section, we investigate how a reduction of the error in the local problems affects the
error of a global problem enriched with local solutions. The relation between global and local
convergence rates provides us a quantitative measure of the effectiveness of the proposed
GFEM with global-local enrichment functions.
Let If ront denote the index set of the clouds ωα associated with nodes on the crack front.
If the error on all other clouds in the domain is smaller than the error on the clouds ωα ,
α ∈ If ront , the estimate for u − uE
G E(ΩG ) given in (5) can be written as
u − uE
G

E(ΩG )



≤ 

X

ǫ2 (α, u) +

α∈If ront



≤ C

X

α∈If ront

X

α6∈If ront

1/2

ǫ2 (α, u)

1/2

ǫ2 (α, u)

(11)

where C is a constant. Thus, if all nodes/clouds in the set If ront are enriched with global-local
enrichment functions, the rate of convergence of the enriched global problem will be controlled
by the error of local approximations uhα , α ∈ If ront , belonging to spaces χα (ωα ), α ∈ If ront .
We can then expect that the solution of the global problem enriched with local solutions will
converge at least at the same rate as the local solutions.
Let us consider again the edge-cracked model problem illustrated in Figure 4. The global
domain is discretized with a uniform mesh of 6 ∗ (8 × 8 × 4) tetrahedral elements as before. In
the numerical experiments presented in Section 4.2.1 and 4.2.2, the enriched global solution uE
G
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is computed on the global discretization Gp=(4,4,1) . Therefore, the bound provided by (11) and
the above observations hold for uE
G . In Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 we compare the convergence
rates of the enriched global problem when the local problems are solved with the h- and
p-versions of the generalized FEM, respectively. In all numerical experiments, a single local
problem is defined for the entire crack front and a single layer of elements is used to define the
local domain, i.e., nlay = 1.
In the convergence analysis presented hereafter, the convergence rates in global and local
problems are measured with respect to CPU time, not number of DOFs.
4.2.1. Non-uniform h-extensions on the local problem The convergence of the
enriched global problem when non-uniform h-extensions are performed on the local problems
p=(4,4,1)
is investigated in this section. Local problems Lnref, nlay=1 with nref = {0, 3, 7, 11, 15} are
solved using three different Dirichlet boundary conditions on ∂Ωloc \(∂Ωloc ∩ ∂ΩG ): The exact
solution and the solutions of the global problems Gp=(1,1,1) and Gp=(4,4,1) . For convenience,
hereafter these boundary conditions are denoted as ‘exact’, ‘poor’ and ‘good’. The solutions
of these local problems are used as enrichment functions in the global problem Gp=(4,4,1) at
nodes located at the crack front.
The exact strain energy for the local problem is known when exact boundary conditions
are used. However, this is not the case when the boundary conditions are obtained from the
solution of the global problem. Hence, in this case, reference values for the exact strain energy
is computed using the procedure proposed by Szabo and Babuška [56]. In this procedure, the
exact strain energy is estimated using a sequence of finite element solutions and a-priori error
estimates for h- or p-extensions. The accuracy of the estimated values greatly depends on the
accuracy of the approximate solutions. In our computations, the solutions of local problems on
p=(4,4,1)
discretizations Lnref
with nref = 13, 14, 15 are used to estimate the exact strain energy
for local problems with inexact boundary conditions.
Tables V, VI and VII show the convergence of global and local strain energy when ‘poor’,
‘good’ and ‘exact’ Dirichlet boundary conditions are used on the local problem, respectively. In
the tables, nref is the level of mesh refinement along the crack front in the local problem, tloc(G)
h
and Uloc(G)
represent the CPU time spent on the local (global) problem and the computed
strain energy for the local (global) problem, respectively. The last column of the tables shows
the ratio between the convergence rate in the global and local problems. The rates are measured
with respect to CPU time. The exact strain energy for the local and global problems are given
in the last row of the tables. The data in the tables are plotted in Figure 6.
The results show that the global convergence rate is always larger than the local convergence
rates as predicted by the estimate (11). This behavior is the same for all three cases of boundary
conditions applied to the local problem. The ratio between convergence rates decreases with
the level of refinement in the local problem but remains larger than one. This decreasing may
be due to errors in the global domain away from the crack front. The global problem is enriched
only at the crack front. Therefore, as the error around the crack front is reduced, the error
elsewhere becomes relevant and the hypothesis used to arrive at estimate (11) is no longer
valid.
Figure 6 shows that the error of the enriched global solution is only minimally affected
by using a perturbed boundary condition for the local problem instead of the exact boundary
condition. Even when local boundary conditions are obtained from a very poor global solution,
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i.e. Gp=(1,1,1) , the convergence behavior is almost the same as in the case of exact boundary
conditions. This demonstrates that the proposed global-local approach to build enrichment
functions is very robust.
Table V. Convergence of global and local strain energy. Non-uniform h-extensions on local problem
with Dirichlet boundary conditions from global problem Gp=(1,1,1) (’poor’ boundary condition).

nref
0
3
7
11
15
∞

tloc
1.73
9.00
41.57
197.18
1022.05

tG
65.05
72.27
103.25
186.59
401.93

h
Uloc
3.820950E-07
3.724081E-07
3.685188E-07
3.655763E-07
3.643902E-07
3.634960E-07

h
UG
3.471882E-06
3.489150E-06
3.497065E-06
3.503494E-06
3.506366E-06
3.510735E-06

Ratio of conv. rates
12.51820
3.41673
1.89650
1.28328

Table VI. Convergence of global and local strain energy. Non-uniform h-extensions on local problem
with Dirichlet boundary conditions from global problem Gp=(4,4,1) (’good’ boundary condition).

nref
0
3
7
11
15
∞

tloc
1.84
8.90
41.48
196.84
1023.74

tG
62.84
71.48
102.80
185.95
406.67

h
Uloc
6.931477E-07
6.715684E-07
6.627187E-07
6.560560E-07
6.533571E-07
6.513262E-07

h
UG
3.472407E-06
3.489767E-06
3.497709E-06
3.504112E-06
3.506970E-06
3.510735E-06

Ratio of conv. rates
10.17051
3.50811
2.02149
1.40798

Table VII. Convergence of global and local strain energy. Non-uniform h-extensions on local problem
with exact Dirichlet boundary condition.

nref
0
3
7
11
15
∞

tloc
2.12
9.84
44.75
205.14
1036.79

tG
64.52
73.58
104.21
187.58
402.39

h
Uloc
7.994423E-07
7.730479E-07
7.623132E-07
7.541891E-07
7.508966E-07
7.484435E-07

h
UG
3.472613E-06
3.489859E-06
3.497808E-06
3.504222E-06
3.507084E-06
3.510735E-06

Ratio of conv. rates
9.65177
3.63863
2.01493
1.44377

4.2.2. P -extensions on the local problem This section discusses the convergence of the
global problem when uniform p-extensions are performed on the local problems. Local problems
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Figure 6. Convergence behavior of global and local problems for non-uniform h-extensions on the local
problem.
p=(p ,p ,1)

x y
Lnref =15,
nlay=1 , 1 ≤ px , py ≤ 4 are solved using the ‘exact’, ‘poor’ and ‘good’ Dirichlet
boundary conditions described in the previous section. The exact and reference values for the
strain energy are the same as in the previous section. The solutions of these local problems are
used as enrichment functions in the global problem Gp=(4,4,1) at nodes located at the crack
front. Note that 15 levels of mesh refinement are applied to the local problems in order to
isolate the singularity at the crack front. Tables VIII, IX and X and Figure 7 present the
results. Similar to the non-uniform h-extensions case, only a small difference is found between
global solutions enriched with local solutions computed with ’exact’, ’good’ or ’poor’ boundary
conditions.

Table VIII. Convergence of global and local strain energy. P -extension on local problem with Dirichlet
boundary conditions from global problem Gp=(1,1,1) (’poor’ boundary condition).

p-order.
1
2
3
4
∞

tloc
2.15
32.09
226.95
1022.05

tG
293.07
320.41
359.76
401.93

h
Uloc
3.912982E-07
3.687048E-07
3.653164E-07
3.643902E-07
3.634960E-07
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UG
3.481001E-06
3.500050E-06
3.504406E-06
3.506366E-06
3.510735E-06

Ratio of conv. rates
18.52115
8.41271
7.07854
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Table IX. Convergence of global and local strain energy. P -extension on local problem with Dirichlet
boundary conditions from global problem Gp=(4,4,1) (’good’ boundary condition).

tloc
2.36
32.40
228.51
1023.74

p-order.
1
2
3
4
∞

tG
292.65
320.35
355.63
406.67

h
Uloc
7.299275E-07
6.613327E-07
6.550298E-07
6.533571E-07
6.513262E-07

h
UG
3.481729E-06
3.500799E-06
3.505020E-06
3.506970E-06
3.510735E-06

Ratio of conv. rates
15.05567
10.40229
7.77007

Table X. Convergence of global and local strain energy. P -extension on local problem with exact
Dirichlet boundary condition.

tloc
2.44
33.68
234.94
1036.79

p-order.
1
2
3
4
∞

tG
294.16
323.18
356.55
402.39

h
Uloc
8.435237E-07
7.611729E-07
7.531670E-07
7.508966E-07
7.484435E-07

h
UG
3.481771E-06
3.500909E-06
3.505132E-06
3.507084E-06
3.510735E-06

Ratio of conv. rates
14.99954
11.20100
8.02238
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Relative Error in Energy Norm

0.3
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0.05

Poor BCs : Global
Poor BCs : Local
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10

100

1000
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CPU time(s)

Figure 7. Convergence behavior of global and local problems for p-extensions on the local problem.
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4.3. Cost Analysis of the GFEM with Global-Local Enrichment Functions
The GFEM with global-local enrichment functions can potentially be more efficient than the
FEM or the standard GFEM (i.e., the GFEM without global-local enrichment functions). This
may be the case because the computational cost of solving a linear system grows faster than
linearly with respect to problem size. Therefore, it may be more computationally efficient
to solve several smaller local problems instead of a single, large, global problem. Another
advantage of solving several local problems instead of a single large problem, is the reduced
memory requirements. The amount of memory required to solve a local problem is much smaller
than that required to solve a single large global problem and it can be released after computing
the local solution vector. Therefore, the GFEM with global-local enrichment functions also has
the potential of solving, on a given hardware, larger problems than, e.g., the FEM. Memory
usage is specially critical on 32-bit hardware. On the other hand, the numerical integration of
global-local enrichment functions is more involved than in the standard GFEM or in the FEM,
as discussed in Section I.3. This may offset the gains of the method during the factorization
procedure of the stiffness matrix.
Some of the computational issues discussed above are investigated in this section.
Specifically, we investigate the computational cost of the GFEM with global-local enrichment
functions when solving stationary cracks on a serial computer. In the analysis, we consider the
effect of the number of local problems on the performance of the method. A model problem
with one, three or five cracks is analyzed. We compare the computational cost of the GFEM
with global-local enrichment functions with the standard GFEM. In the latter, the accuracy
of the solution of controlled through mesh refinements of the global mesh (like in the FEM),
while in the former the global mesh is fixed and the accuracy is controlled through global-local
enrichment functions only. In both methods, only polynomial enrichment functions and meshes
fitting the crack surface, as in the FEM, are used. In other words, a situation like that shown in
Figure 1, with a crack modeled with discontinuous and/or singular enrichment functions, is not
considered. The standard GFEM used here is therefore very similar to the FEM. Hereafter, we
denote the GFEM with global-local enrichment functions simply by GFEM g-l . The reported
CPU time for the GFEM g-l includes both local and global computations.
Model Problem A model problem with up to five cracks and illustrated in Figure 8 is used
in the computations below. In the computations, only half of the domain (domain CDFG in
Figure 8) is discretized and symmetry boundary conditions applied along the vertical plane
of symmetry. The domain is discretized with a mesh of 6 ∗ (6 × 12 × 1) tetrahedral elements.
This mesh is used for the global computations in the GFEM g-l and as an initial mesh for the
standard GFEM. Examples of discretizations used in both approaches are shown in Figures 10
and 11. The exact strain energy for this problem was estimated using the procedure described
in Section 4.2.1.
The following parameters are assumed for this model: Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.33; Young’s
modulus E = 200 000; In-plane dimensions d = 36.0, a1 = 18.0, a2 = 12.0, a3 = 6.0,
b1 = b2 = 6.0; Domain thickness t = 6.0; Neumann boundary conditions
tx
tx

= 0.0, ty = 20.0, tz = 0.0
= 0.0, ty = −20.0, tz = 0.0

on the top side of the body
on the bottom side of the body

A non-zero Poisson’s ratio is used in this problem. Therefore, a triaxial stress state develops
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Figure 8. Multiple crack example. Possible crack locations are indicated as (1),(2) and (3).

near the crack fronts. This three-dimensional effect is more pronounced near the intersection of
a crack front and the boundary of the domain (at the crack front vertices). Figure 9 shows the
Euclidian norm of the solution near the crack front. Three-dimensional effects can be observed.
This behavior is accounted for by further refining the meshes around the crack front vertices.
The levels of refinement at the crack fronts and their vertices are listed on Tables XI and XII
for the case of the model with five cracks. They are indicated as “F” and “V”, respectively, in
the tables.
Standard GFEM The discretization error in this case is controlled through non-uniform
mesh refinements in the neighborhood of the crack fronts. Examples of discretizations used are
shown in Figure 10. Global discretizations with polynomial order p = (5, 5, 5) and increasing
levels of mesh refinement around the crack fronts are used.
GFEM with global-local enrichments The procedure used in the GFEM g-l is illustrated
in Figure 11. The mesh refinement in the local problems is non-uniform and graded towards
the crack front. Figure 11(b) illustrates a local discretization.
The initial global solution, u0G , is computed on the global discretization Gp=(5,5,5) . This
solution provides Dirichlet boundary conditions for the local problems as described in Section
p=(5,5,5)
3.2. The local problems are solved on discretizations Lnref, nlay=1 . The local solutions are used
as enrichment functions for the global problem Gp=(5,5,5) .
[global-local˙GFEM˙duarte˙kim˙R1 – August 18, 2007]
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Figure 9. Isosurface of the Euclidian norm of the solution near the crack front. Three-dimensional
effects can be observed.

single crack

3 cracks

5 cracks

Figure 10. Analysis of the domain with multiple cracks by the standard GFEM (top view). Nonuniform h-refinement is performed on the elements near each crack front.
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single crack

3 cracks

5 cracks

(a) Construction of local discretizations. The shaded area represents
the local domain extracted from the coarse global mesh.

single crack

21 of 33

3 cracks

(b) Graded mesh used
in the discretization of
a local problem.

5 cracks

(c) Enrichment of global discretization with local solutions. Yellow squares on
the crack fronts represent the nodes enriched with the local solutions.

Figure 11. Analysis of the domain with multiple cracks by the GFEM g-l (top view). Mesh refinements
are applied to local problems only.
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In the numerical experiments presented in this section, the maximum level of h-refinement
is limited by the maximum amount of memory a 32 bit machine can allocate. As a result, each
example shows a different level of maximum h-refinement. The GFEM g-l can reach a higher
level of mesh refinement in the local problems than the standard GFEM can in the global
problem, as discussed before.
The results for the model with five cracks solved with GFEM g-l and standard GFEM are
presented in Tables XI and XII, respectively. The tables list the level of refinement (nref ) at
crack fronts (F) and additional refinement level performed at each crack vertex (V), the number
of degrees of freedom (N ), the relative error in the energy norm in the enriched global domain
(erG ) and the CPU time spent on the assembly (tassem ), factorization (tf act ) and backward and
forward substitution (tsub ) of the stiffness matrix in both local and global problems. They also
report ttot , which measures the total CPU time spent in a GFEM g-l or in a standard GFEM
analysis. In the case of a GFEM g-l analysis, ttot includes the CPU time spent in the local
problems. The three essential components which comprise most of the computational cost of
the analysis, are tassem , tf act and tsub . The local tassem , tf act and tsub reported in Table XI,
are the total CPU time spent in all five local problems while N local is for each local problem.
From the results reported in the tables, some unique features of the CPU time spend in a
GFEM g-l analysis can be identified. As the number of degrees of freedom in a local problem
increases (as the local domain is h-refined), tassem , tf act and tsub of the local problems increase,
whereas only tassem increases in the global problem. This is because the number of degrees of
freedom in the global problem does not depend on the size of the local problems. Comparing
the first and last rows of Table XI, we can observe that the error of the enriched global
solution was reduced to about one third of the initial error using the same number of degrees
of freedom in the global problem. The assembly time in the global problem, tassem , increases
since mesh refinement in the local problems requires more integration points in the global
elements enriched with local solutions, as described in Section I.3. Note however, that tassem in
the global problem grows much slower than the total tassem in the local problems. This attests
that the exact integration procedure described in Section I.3 can be efficiently implemented.
Table XI. CPU time spent on the model with five cracks shown in Figure 11 using the GFEM g-l .
In the local problem, N is the number of degrees of freedom used in each local problem while the
CPU times reported account for all five local problems. ttot measures the total CPU time spent in a
GFEM g-l analysis and erG is the relative error in energy norm of the enriched global solution.

nref
(F/V)
(0/0)
(1/1)
(2/2)
(3/3)
(4/4)
(5/5)
(6/5)

N
1680
4620
8925
14490
20580
32235
38325

Local problems
tassem
tf act
12.8
16.8
63.7
97.0
158.8
220.9
285.2
566.0
458.0 2225.2
721.2 3890.8
923.5 7020.2

tsub
0.2
0.9
2.3
4.0
7.3
11.6
22.0

N
20580
20580
20580
20580
20580
20580
20580

Global problem
tassem tf act
47.4
49.8
80.9
49.8
143.7 50.2
222.9 49.7
330.3 49.7
497.3 49.7
617.3 49.6

tsub
3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2

ttot
130.2
295.5
579.1
1130.9
3073.7
5173.7
8635.8

erG
0.09169
0.06255
0.05230
0.04384
0.03882
0.03260
0.03101

The relative error in energy norm versus CPU time is plotted in Figure 12 for computations
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Table XII. CPU time spent on the model with five cracks shown in Figure 10 using standard GFEM.

nref
(F/V)
(0/0)
(1/1)
(2/2)
(3/2)

N
21000
35700
57225
66675

tassem
50.0
105.4
200.1
256.8

tf act
56.8
176.3
389.4
694.8

tsub
3.4
6.8
12.6
17.5

ttot
110.2
288.5
602.1
969.1

er
0.10612
0.07175
0.05485
0.05125

on domains with one, three and five cracks. The convergence plots are for the standard and
GFEM g-l when non-uniform h-extensions are performed at the global and local discretizations,
respectively. Several observations can be made based on this plot.
First, for any number of cracks in the domain, there is a range of discretization error and
CPU time over which the GFEM g-l is more computational efficient than the standard GFEM.
The magnitude of this range increases with the number of cracks/local problems in the domain.
This indicates that the GFEM g-l can be quite more efficient than the standard GFEM or the
FEM when analyzing problems with several cracks or other local features in the domain. It
also indicates that the efficiency of the GFEM g-l compared to the standard GFEM can be
extended by increasing the number of local problems. For example, by creating more than one
local problem at each crack front.
Second, the GFEM g-l approach is less affected by hardware limitations than the standard
GFEM. The last point in each curve shown in Figure 12, represents the maximum level of nonuniform h-refinement which could be solved in a 32 bit machine. As a result, the GFEM g-l
can deliver more accurate solutions on a given hardware than the standard GFEM. In the five
crack model, the most accurate solution computed with the standard GFEM, has an error
that is about 65% larger than the most accurate solution the GFEM g-l was able to compute.
Third, we observe a reduction in the convergence rate with mesh refinement in both the
standard and GFEM g-l . This decreasing is due to errors in the global domain away from the
crack fronts. In both methods, the meshes are refined only near the crack fronts. Therefore, as
the error around these regions is reduced, the error elsewhere in the domain becomes relevant.
The reduction in the convergence rate is less pronounced in case of the standard GFEM
since the mesh refinement applied to the elements at the crack front induces some additional
refinement required to keep the mesh conforming. This propagation of mesh refinement does
not happen in the GFEM g-l approach. This can be verified by comparing the mesh refinements
near the crack fronts in Figures 10 and 11(b).
From the above, we can conclude that even on a serial computer and for stationary cracks,
the GFEM g-l can be a very effective tool to analyze a problem with many cracks or other local
features.

5. Summary and Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we analyze a two-level approach to build enrichment functions for partition
of unity methods and, in particular, for the generalized FEM. Three-dimensional fracture
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Figure 12. Effect of number of local problems on the performance of the GFEM g-l . The number
enclosed by parentheses in the legend represents the number of cracks in the global domain.

mechanics problems are used to illustrate the main ideas of the procedure. The approach is,
however, not limited to this particular application.
The main features of the generalized FEM with global-local enrichment functions are
summarized below.
• The procedure accounts for possible interactions of local (near crack for example) and
global (structural) behavior. This is in contrast with standard global-local FEM [37]
which is broadly used in many engineering applications of the FEM;
• Local features, like crack fronts, are several orders of magnitude smaller than the size
of the domain of interest (a complex structure, for example). The mesh density required
in the neighborhood of a crack front is several orders of magnitude larger than in parts
of the domain with smooth solutions. As a result, mesh refinements at the crack front
usually propagate beyond the region of interest in order to create a conforming global
mesh. In the GFEM g-l , this problem does not exist since the refinement is done only in
the local domains. Therefore, no matter how refined the local domains are, no refinement
is performed in the, usually large, global problem.
The ability to transition between discretizations with arbitrarily distinct mesh densities
is also important when dealing with multiscale problems.
Other approaches used to incorporate a very refined mesh into a coarse one are, for
example, mortar elements and Lagrange Multipliers [11, 28, 42, 57]. Lagrange multiplier
methods [2] lead to a saddle point problem and the Babuška-Brezzi condition [12, 38]
must be satisfied for stability;
• The computation at local problems can be parallelized without difficulty allowing the
solution of large problems very efficiently. This feature of the methodology is related to
the various domain decomposition techniques available in the literature [9, 11, 13, 46, 48];
• The size of the global problems solved with the proposed approach is almost independent
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of the resolution used to resolve the local features. This happens because the number
of degrees of freedom added to the global problem does not depend on the number of
degrees of freedom used in the local problems. It depends only on the number of global
nodes enriched with local solutions; This is in contrast with the s-version of the FEM
[27, 31, 43] in which shape functions from local meshes superposed on a global mesh are
used in the solution of the global problem;
• The computation of the solution of the enriched global problem, uE
G , can be done very
efficiently once the coarse global problem has been solved (Cf. Section I.2). This can lead
to substantial savings in computations when solving, for example, crack propagation or
time dependent problems;
• In this paper, local problems are solved with the GFEM. However, it is possible to utilize
other approaches and paste the local solutions using the partition of unity of the global
problem as presented here.
The main conclusions of this analysis presented in this paper are as follows:
• The integration of global-local enrichment functions can be done exactly using the meshes
of the local problems which are nested in the global mesh. The numerical experiments
presented in Section 4.3 show that this procedure can be efficiently implemented;
• Boundary conditions for local problems are obtained from the solution of an initial
(crude) global problem, u0G . In Section 4.1.1 we demonstrate that the effect of these
inexact boundary conditions on the accuracy of the enriched global solution, uE
G , is not
significant.
• The numerical experiments presented in Section 4.1.2 show that the quality of the
enriched global solution, uE
G , is also not significantly affected by the size of the local
domains. This allows us to use local domains with only one layer of elements around
crack fronts;
• The information transfer between local (fine) and global (coarse) scales using the
partition of unity framework is very effective, as demonstrated in Section 4.2. We show
that the global problem converges at least as fast as the local problems;
• A detailed cost analysis of the GFEM with global-local enrichment functions is presented
in Section 4.3. The numerical experiments show that even when analyzing stationary
cracks on a serial computer, the GFEM with global-local enrichment functions has the
potential to be more efficient than the FEM or the standard GFEM.

APPENDIX
I. Computational Implementation
In this appendix, we present some details of the numerical implementation of the proposed
GFEM with global-local enrichment functions.
I.1. Construction of Local Discretizations
Discretizations for local problems defined in a neighborhood of a crack front are constructed
as follows. We restrict the definitions to the case of a global discretization with crack fronts
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located along element boundaries, like the case shown in Figure 3(a). A situation like that
shown in Figure 1, in which the crack front is arbitrarily located in the mesh, can be dealt
with analogously. We also assume that a single local problem is defined for each crack in
the domain. Extensions to multiple, smaller, local problems per crack are not difficult. The
effectiveness of using more than one local problem per crack front and their parallel solution
is the subject of our future work.
Let If ront denote the indices of all nodes from the global mesh located along crack front
Γf ront . Local meshes are created using elements extracted from the global mesh around the
crack front. A local domain corresponding to a mesh with one layer of elements around the
crack front is given by
[
ωβ
Ωnlay=1
:=
loc
β∈If ront

where ωβ is the union of (copy of) global elements sharing vertex node xβ , β ∈ If ront . Note
that Ωnlay=1
contains the entire crack front. Local domains with additional layers of elements
loc
around the crack front are defined analogously. The mesh corresponding to a local domain
with m layers of elements around the crack front is given by the union of (copy of) the mesh
with m − 1 layers and global elements sharing a vertex node in the mesh with m − 1 layers.
Figure 3(b) illustrates a local domain extracted from the global mesh shown in Figure 3(a).
Local Refinement Around a Crack Front A local discretization with one level of mesh
refinement (Lpnref =1, nlay ) around a crack front is performed by first bisecting, in the initial
mesh, all elements with nodes on the crack front and then bisecting additional elements in order
to recover a conforming discretization. The marked-edge algorithm [1, 8] is used to select the
refinement edges of the elements. This procedure is repeated n − 1 times for a refinement level
nref = n. The initial mesh extracted from the global mesh corresponds to nref = 0. Figure
3(c) shows an example of the application of this algorithm to the local mesh shown in Figure
3(b). This local mesh refinement algorithm preserves the nesting of local elements into the
global mesh. This greatly facilitates the computational implementation and provides many
opportunities for optimization of the code.
I.2. Solution of Enriched Global Problem
In the last step of the proposed GFEM, the global problem is enriched with the solution of a
local problem using Equation (10). The solution of the local problem shown in Figure 3(d),
uloc , is used as an enrichment function for the global (coarse) problem shown in Figure 3(a).
A large number of degrees of freedom may be used in the computation of uloc . However,
only three degrees of freedom are added to each global node in the coarse mesh enriched with
uloc , when solving the elasticity equations in three dimensions. In addition, the degrees of
freedom associated with global-local enrichments are hierarchically added to the initial global
problem, i.e., all initial global shape functions remain unmodified in the global problem. Several
approaches can take advantage of these properties of the enriched global problem and, as
demonstrated below, the computation cost of the enriched global global solution uE
G is small.
At least two approaches can be used to efficiently compute uE
G:
(i) Iterative solvers designed for a sequence of linear systems [44];
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(ii) Re-use of the factorization of the global matrix associated with the initial (coarse) global
problem.
In this section, we illustrate the last approach for the case of a linear quasi-static
problem solved with a direct solver. The procedure involves standard matrix partitioning and
condensation of degrees of freedom [58]. Extensions to non-linear problems are also possible,
since in this case the problem can be solved as a sequence of linear problems.
Let
0
u 0G = FG0
KG
and
E
E
uE
KG
G = FG

denote the systems of equations associated with the initial (crude) and enriched global
E
discretizations, respectively1 . Vectors u E
G and FG can be partitioned, using the hierarquical
property of the enrichment functions, as follows
uE
G

T
= [ ũ 0G u g-l
G ]

FGE

= [FG0 FGg-l ]T

where ũ 0G are degrees of freedom associated with the initial (coarse) global discretization and
u g-l
G are degrees of freedom associated with global-local hierarchical enrichments. The enriched
global matrix can then be written as
  0 

0,g-l  
0
FG
ũ 0G
KG
KG
(12)
=
g-l,0
g-l
FGg-l
u g-l
KG
KG
G
T

g-l,0
0,g-l
.
where KG
= KG
From the first equation above we have
h
i
0,g-l
0 −1
ũ 0G = (KG
FG0 − KG
u g-l
)
(13)
G

Substituting the above in the second equation of (12)
h
i
g-l,0
0,g-l
g-l
g-l
g-l
0 −1
KG
(KG
)
FG0 − KG
u g-l
G + KG u G = FG
i
h
g-l
g-l,0
0,g-l
g-l
g-l,0
0 −1
0 −1 0
u g-l
KG
− KG
(KG
) KG
FG
G = FG − KG (KG )
where
and

cg-l u g-l = Fb g-l
K
G
G
G

(14)

i
h
0,g-l
0 −1
cg-l = K g-l − K g-l,0 (KG
) KG
K
G
G
G
g-l,0
0 −1 0
) FG
FbGg-l = FGg-l − KG
(KG

1 We underline, e.g., the vector of degrees of freedom u 0 to distinguish it from the three-dimensional
G
displacement vector u0G = N u 0G , where N is a matrix of GFEM shape functions.
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cg-l and Fb g-l involves forward and backward substitutions using the
The computation of K
G
G
0
factorization of KG , the stiffness matrix of the initial (coarse) global discretization. The system
of equations (14) is very small since it involves only the enriched global-local degrees of freedom.
The computation of ũ 0G using (13) also involves forward and backward substitutions using
0
the factorization of KG
. Therefore, the computation of the solution of the enriched global
E
problem, u G , can be done very efficiently once the coarse global problem has been solved.2
I.3. Numerical Integration of Global-Local GFEM Shape Functions
In this section, we discuss how the proposed global-local enrichment functions can be integrated
accurately and efficiently. The basic idea is to integrate on the global mesh using the local
meshes. This is possible since these meshes are nested in the global mesh, as discussed above.
Figure 13 illustrates the numerical integration scheme. Figure 13(a) shows a refined local
problem where local solutions are available. These local solutions are used to enrich the
nodes on the crack front which are represented by the square in Figure 13(b). The numerical
integration of the global element enriched with the local solution is performed at the integration
points of the small elements which are nested in the global element and originated from the
local problem as shown in Figure 13(b). We call these small elements local problem descendants.
This procedure requires mappings from master coordinates in a local problem descendant to
master coordinates in the global mesh. These coordinates are used in the computation of the
global partition of unity ϕα in Equation (10). The mapping is implemented by first computing
the global physical coordinates, x, at an integration point in a local problem descendant,
followed by the mapping of x to the master coordinates of an element from the global mesh.
No search of global elements containing x is required thanks to the nesting of meshes as
described above. The mapping to master coordinates can be computed in closed form for
tetrahedral and triangular elements. The numerical experiments presented in Section 4.3 show
that the overhead of these operations is small.
The integration order used on each local problem descendant nested in a global element is
taken as the maximum of (i) the integration order of the global element disregarding its globallocal enrichment functions and (ii) the integration order of the local problem descendant plus
one. The integration order from the local problem descendant is increased by one because the
local solution is multiplied by a global partition of unity which is a linear polynomial. The
above integration strategy provides exact integration of these GFEM shape functions.
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2 The approach described above is not used in our current implementation. The CPU time for the solution of
the enriched global problem reported in Section 4 includes the factorization of entire global matrix defined in
(12).
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Local problem
descendant
Integration
point

(a) Hp-refined local problem.

(b) Illustration of numerical integration scheme in the global elements
enriched with local solutions.

Figure 13. Numerical integration procedure in the proposed GFEM g-l .
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